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Under the rule of the Qing empire, the ground environment of Taiwan’s western 
coast plain had undergone a great change in the 17th and 18th century, and fields and 
forests for the natives to live in and hunt deer quickly turned into Han people’s 
villages and farmland. No doubt behind the change was hidden a dynamic historical 
picture related to land use, which was formed by dialogues, negotiations, conflicts and 
struggles surrounding land rights among the imperial governments at different levels, 
Han settlers with different native places and the aborigine groups of different 
categories. 
Taking land rights as the entry point, the aim of this paper is to present a historical 
picture of the change over 200 years in five civilized aborigine villages---Houlong 
community by the side of Houlong port and Zhong port in Miaoli Region in northern 
Taiwan, and further probe into the way the imperial order as a kind of cultural idea 
had been permeated, expressed and achieved in local society. From Houlong 
community's historical experience and daily life history, we can see that the earlier 
wilderness without reclamation merely meant natural territory for living, reproduction 
and habitation, and its property right had not been established; however, naturalization 
and paying provisions was a landmark that they gained the recognition of the legality 
of their land rights and the social identity of civilized aborigine form the Dynasty. 
Houlong community’s idea of land rights had been formed and strengthened in the 
process of the interaction between them and Han settler groups when they established 
a contractual relationship in land tenure and transaction, and further been shaped and 
changed under the influence of the official statutes.  
Since the mid-Qing Emperor Qianlong, the empire had been providing special 
protection for the civilized aborigine land rights, and therefore making it bear the 
implications of imperial boundaries, social stability and counterbalance between 
ethnic groups. At the same time, Houlong community also constantly invoked the 
imperial force, which made civilized aborigines’ land rights as an institutional idea 
endowed with the meaning of the behavioral statute of the local level. With the 















who as the representatives of indigenous communities dealt  with the governments 
and were in charge of land transactions and distribution of rations gradually occupied 
eminent status in daily social life. According to their own different understanding of 
the relevant decree for the Dynastic State to protect civilized aboriginal land rights, 
they maintained the control of the communities’ land rights, and constantly invoked 
the laws and decrees symbolizing authority of the State, or retained and produced civil 
contracts, licenses, vouchers with official recognition to demonstrate the legality of 
their claims for land rights. Part of the underlying social public whose land rights 
were infringed would be organized and mobilized on the special occasions of 
proceeding, and the disputes over land rights and contests for native rents constantly 
performed on the local political stage made Dynastic laws, decrees and regulations 
permeate into the daily life of the local community, thus the relationship between the 
various stakeholders readjusted and reintegrated as well. In the frontier society of 
Taiwan, it is in this dynamic historical process that the imperial order as a kind of 
cultural idea had been permeated, expressed and realized and further entered into the 
aborigine groups’ daily life in a close way, ending in an authoritative idea internalized 
in their mind. 
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